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The art of dance as a form of cultural activity cannot 
be separated from all of the complexities involved in 
the cultural institutions. The whole imagination 
cannot be released and separated from social influ-
ence that exists when the work was created. The 
whole social activities are always related, interde-
pendent and integrated. It reflects the cosmos, in this 
case, the royal life. Yogyakarta classical dance style 
consists of female dance, refined male dance, and 
strong male dance are also a traditional art products, 
which is quite popular among the people of Yogya-
karta. Classical dance style of Yogyakarta which 
was originally developed by and in the palace was 
then increasingly widespread. Thus, the community 
also has the sense of belonging and take an active 
part in the preservation and development.

The Yogyakarta style of Javanese classical dance is 
often called  Joged Mataram. Besides being shorter 
to be written and said the name, it is also used to 
represent a more precise understanding of dance that 
is regional and has a high value of art and culture, as 
well as the greatness that is owned by the Kingdom 
of Mataram. In the classical dance style of Yogya-
karta, there are also two terms namely anjoged and 
jogedan. Anjoged means dancing with confidence 
with steady motions, strong and wonderful views, 
while jogedan means just moving the body parts 
without meaning and belief. 

In understanding a dance, a dancer must have the 
knowledge of Joged Mataram, because the dance 
techniques are the physical elements, whereas the 
knowledge of Joged Mataram is the content. The 
knowledge of Joged Mataram itself consists of 4 
(four) elements, namely:
1. Sawiji (concentration)
2. Greged (dynamism/spirit)
3. Sengguh (confidence)
4. Ora Mingkuh (brave to face obstacles)

Learning a form of dance, especially classical 
dance, is actually about a few things that cannot be 
ignored. This includes several aspects regarding the 
problem of talent, interest, perseverance, and sincer-
ity. All these aspects are interrelated and very neces-
sary in order to be able to easily master the dance. 
Given that the technical difficulty of classical Java-
nese dance is quite high, it is necessary to write 
clearly about Javanese dance techniques. It is 
possible to expedite and make it easier for students 
to learn the techniques of the Javanese dance.

Each work of art is very important to be communi-
cated to the community with a reason that the com-
munication itself is an integral part of art activities. 
In the art of dance people communicate through 
dance movements which are arranged into the 
rhythm of the body, particularly composition. The 
better technique which is owned by a dancer is that 
the more they will be sure of himself in communi-
cating with the audience. Sal Murgiyanto stated that 
the dance technique for a dancer is their vocabular-
ies with what they speak. The more they master the 
technique, the more they can talk and communicate 
interestingly and excitingly. Proficiency and ability 
will be very absolute techniques so they can speak 
freely and convincingly.

To improve the technical skills of dance, a dancer is 
not just simply required to keep practicing and danc-
ing, but other obligations as a dancer is to watch the 
exercises and dance performances. Through this 
way, a dancer will be able to know good and true 
technique of performing the dance.

The definition of the art of dance that is considered 
relevant to the understanding of Yogyakarta style 
dance or the definition of "Joged" is
Ingkang dipun wastani joged inggih punika ebahing 
sedaya saranduning badan, kasarengan ungeling 
gangsa/gamelan, katata pikantuk wiramaning gendhing,  
jumbuhing pasemon kaliyan pikajenging joged. 

Meaning :
The definition of dance is the movement of all parts 
of the body accompanied by the sound of gamelan, 

     Picture 3. The process of recording
          The students can explain the basic Javanese dance 

movements in English 
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